Abstract-We present new insights into the modeling of the microcantilever in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy and outline a novel high-bandwidth tip-sample force estimation technique for the development of high-bandwidth z-axis control. Fundamental to the proposed technique is the assumption that in tapping mode atomic force microscopy, the tip-sample force takes the form of an impulse train. Formulating the estimation problem as a Kalman filter, the tip-sample force is estimated directly; thus, potentially enabling high-bandwidth z-axis control by eliminating the dependence of the control technique on microcantilever dynamics and the amplitude demodulation technique. Application of this technique requires accurate knowledge of the models of the microcantilever; a novel identification method is proposed. Experimental data are used in an offline analysis for verification.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE introduction of the atomic force microscope (AFM) in 1986 [1] enabled unrivaled levels of performance in microscopy. For the past 25 years, the AFM has been integral in the investigation of the nanoscale.
Tapping mode atomic force microscopy [2] , [3] is possibly the most well-known AFM technique. Despite its suitability for the analysis of a range of samples, one limitation of tapping mode AFM is its low imaging bandwidth owing primarily to the resonant dynamics of the microcantilever and the amplitude estimation method [4] . Since direct measurement of the tip-sample force is not possible, the z-axis feedback controller regulates the demodulated amplitude. While improvements have been made to the z-axis feedback loop, these typically focus on the replacement of the PI controller with advanced model-based controllers [5] - [7] . The application of advanced Q control techniques [8] - [10] and high-bandwidth amplitude demodulation techniques [11] can also improve the imaging performance, but ultimately the transient response of the cantilever and demodulation technique still impose a limit. Until now, tapping mode AFM has generally not been associated with high-speed imaging. However, recent results highlighting the observation of dynamic biological processes at the nanoscale provide a strong motivation to develop real-time dynamic mode AFM [12] - [14] . Currently available commercial high-speed AFM systems typically perform imaging in liquids using very small cantilevers with low force constants and very low Q factors; no high-speed techniques currently operate in air with standard cantilevers. In general, many of these existing high-speed AFM systems utilize heavily optimized setups, but fundamentally operate within the framework of conventional amplitude modulation AFM.
In this contribution, we present new insights into the modeling of the microcantilever in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy from a systems perspective. We justify the selection of more sophisticated models, and using these results, we propose a direct tip-sample force estimation technique, which potentially enables tip-sample force regulation leading to significant improvements in the z-axis bandwidth. The tip-sample force estimation problem is formulated using the Kalman filter framework. To demonstrate application of this technique, we propose an experiment to accurately characterize and validate the microcantilever models and conclude by verifying the technique with measured data obtained from an AFM scan. The proposed technique is developed with the intention to completely bypass conventional tapping mode AFM operation and to enable highbandwidth imaging in air.
II. OVERVIEW OF z-AXIS CONTROL

A. Tapping Mode Atomic Force Microscopy
In tapping mode AFM, typically one of the flexural modes of a microcantilever is excited as it is brought into close proximity with a sample. Modern AFMs commonly utilize a laser and photodiode to estimate the tip displacement. Conventional z-axis control schemes then utilize amplitude demodulation and PI control to regulate the oscillation amplitude of the microcantilever through actuation of the z-axis nanopositioner. Limitations of the imaging bandwidth are primarily the result of the transient response of the microcantilever and the time delay of the amplitude demodulation technique. The diagram in Fig. 1 highlights the operation of tapping mode AFM.
B. Advanced z-Axis Control for Dynamic Mode AFM
Initial efforts to improve the imaging bandwidth, without modifying the hardware, focused on the design of advanced controllers to replace the PI controller. Both H ∞ loop shaping and H ∞ stacked sensitivity techniques have been demonstrated in dynamic mode AFM [5] , [6] , and highbandwidth H ∞ controllers have been implemented using a field programmable analog array [7] . Repetitive controllers have also been demonstrated [15] . While these model-based controllers perform better than the standard PI controller, their design requires an intimate knowledge of control theory, which cannot be expected from most AFM practitioners. Furthermore, they are all cast within the framework of amplitude modulation atomic force microscopy, where there are strict limits on the achievable imaging bandwidth. Overcoming these limitations involves the development of novel control techniques, which eliminate any dependence on the microcantilever dynamics or demodulation techniques.
An example of such a technique focuses on the estimation and control of the tip-sample force [16] . A closed-loop observer was utilized to estimate the cantilever tip displacement, velocity, and tip-sample force. The microcantilever was modeled as a simple mass-spring-damper system, and the tip-sample force was modeled as an impulse whose magnitude can be approximated as −2mv in − ma e π m/k, where k is the spring constant, ma e is the tip-sample force, and v in is the incident velocity of the cantilever on the sample. The authors presented computer simulations to verify the concept and also highlighted the independence of the control technique from the transient response of the microcantilever. However, no experimental demonstration of this technique has been reported.
The transient force technique is another method which does not fit within the conventional AM-AFM framework, instead utilizing a likelihood test and an observer to determine when tip-sample contact is established [17] , [18] . This technique also assumes that the tip-sample force is an impulse and its highbandwidth performance has been experimentally verified. However, it does not directly estimate the tip-sample force.
III. NEW INSIGHTS INTO SYSTEM MODELING
The nonlinear tip-sample interaction in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy is often modeled as a linear system with a nonlinear feedback element [19] - [21] as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This model has been effective in describing complex cantilever dynamics.
We propose an expansion of this model and primarily seek to differentiate between two cantilever transfer functions which describe the cantilever system, namely G in (s) and G tip (s). The LTI system G in (s) describes the displacement y resulting from the input actuation u, and the LTI system G tip (s) describes the displacement y resulting from the tip-sample force interaction w. Clearly, since these two transfer functions describe the same physical system, the poles will be identical. However, since they represent different input-output relationships, the zeros will be different. Fig. 2(b) highlights the two-input single-output model of the cantilever. It is important to distinguish between these systems in describing the dynamics of the microcantilever in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy. When a piezoelectric actuator is bonded to the microcantilever, the transfer functions of the first N modes take the following form [23] 
where ζ i and ω i represent the damping ratio and the resonance frequency for the ith mode. The constraint γ i > 0 in (2) ensures that G tip (s) is collocated, which is due to sensing and actuation occurring at the same physical point on the microcantilever. To incorporate the effect of truncated modes, the transfer functions can be supplemented with feedthrough terms D 1 and D 2 [22] . Augmenting this microcantilever model into the conventional model, our proposed model of the microcantilever in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy is highlighted in Fig. 2 (c).
IV. PROPOSED z-AXIS CONTROL SCHEME
A. Estimation of the Tip-Sample Force F ts
Consider the z-axis control schemes in Fig. 3 . While the tipsample force function Φ (y, z) and the instantaneous tip-sample force F ts (t) are not easy to determine, the actuation voltage u and the microcantilever displacement y are easily measured. Furthermore, it is possible to characterize the linear systems G in (s) and G tip (s). Consider then that
where * is the convolution operator. Let us define ψ (t) as
where y (t), u (t), and g in (t) and g tip (t) represent the microcantilever tip displacement, the actuation signal, and the microcantilever impulse response functions, respectively. We assume that an accurate model G tip (s) is available and since g tip (t) decays exponentially, we can find T d such that where T d is chosen to capture the significant part of the impulse response. The tip-sample force F ts (t) can then be expressed in terms of known quantities.
The problem can be further simplified with the assumption that the tip-sample force is an impulse train. This assumption is reasonable in tapping mode operation since the repulsive force component dominates the attractive component [24] . If the amplitude of oscillation of the microcantilever is large relative to the sample features, tip-sample contact is made at the same point in each oscillation cycle.
An impulse train or Dirac comb, with period T , can be mathematically expressed as
where δ (t) denotes the Dirac delta function. The tip-sample force can then be defined as
where a k is the magnitude of the kth impulse. Fig. 4 highlights the assumed form of the tip-sample force. Given this structure of F ts (t), using (4) Fig. 4 . In tapping mode AFM, the tip-sample force can be assumed to be an impulse train with period T . where a k is the magnitude of the kth impulse and T is the period of the impulse train. It is assumed that the impulse response g tip (t) can be determined before execution. When tapping in air, the characteristically high-quality factor of the microcantilever means that the impulse response may require significant time to decay; force impulses in the past will contribute to the response of the microcantilever in the present. As an example, for a quality factor of 150, it takes approximately 200 cycles for the impulse response to decay. It is important to highlight this for consideration of the real-time implementation. The technique becomes more computationally feasible when the impulse response decays rapidly, and use of this technique in liquid-based atomic force microscopy, where there is significant damping, may be possible [25] . Suppose ψ (t) is asynchronously sampled with sampling period T s as shown in Fig. 5 . Then define
and from (8) it can be verified that
where
It is important to recognize that due to the asynchronous sampling, the number of impulses whose responses must be considered in the convolution may not be constant. If the sampling rate were chosen to be an integer multiple of the resonance frequency (or the frequency of the Dirac comb), it would be possible to guarantee that there would always be a fixed number of impulses in this window; the state vector would have a fixed dimension. However, we outline the more general case here. The state vector in the th iteration θ can be defined as
At each sampling instant, the state vector must be reevaluated. In most instances, no new impulses will be present, however when a new impulse is expected, this vector must be updated.
B. Kalman Filter Formulation
The tip-sample force estimation problem can be formulated utilizing the Kalman filter framework. Consider the following discrete-time state space system:
The system matrices are defined as
As a result of the asynchronous sampling, the dimension n of the system will likely vary. The system matrices must be modified accordingly. See Appendix A and B for details on updating the state transition matrix A and the covariance matrix Q during execution. When a new impulse is expected, the process noise μ is modified to highlight the uncertainty in the magnitude of this impulse; δ is a zero-mean, normally distributed random variable with standard deviation σ. While it is relatively straightforward to approximate η from inspection of the measured data, several attempts may be necessary to determine a good value of σ. The Kalman filter equations are summarized in Fig. 6 .
While an impulse is being tracked in the state vector, the Kalman filter will continue to refine the estimate of its magnitude based on new measurements. The best estimate of the mean amplitude of an impulse will be achieved after a T d s delay, however reliable estimates suitable for the feedback control can be produced in a much shorter timeframe.
Implementation of this estimation technique would then enable the regulation of the tip-sample force directly, instead of derivatives such as the amplitude. The tip-sample force estimates could be compared to a setpoint force as outlined in Fig. 3(b) . Provided that the estimation technique converges rapidly, this control method will be superior to conventional z-axis control techniques, which are limited by the microcantilever dynamics and amplitude demodulation method. It is important to note that the estimator does require accurate knowledge of the impulse responses g in (t) and g tip (t). 
C. Identification of G tip (s)
To determine g tip (t), we propose the following simple experiment. Since the system G in (s) is not affected by the nonlinear tip-sample force, it can be accurately characterized in free air. Fig. 8 highlights the first three modes of the identified model of G in (s). Once this model is known, we establish steady-state tapping of the microcantilever on a hard sample, such as a calibration grating, to generate a constant magnitude impulse train for the excitation of G tip (s) as shown in Fig. 7 . With knowledge of u (t), y (t), and G in (s), it is then possible to estimate G tip (s).
From Fig. 7 it can be seen that
where v (t) = (g in * u) (t) and y (t) is the measured tip displacement. Assuming steady-state operation and excitation with a fixed frequency ω 0 , then
where G = G in (jω 0 ) and φ = ∠G in (jω 0 ). Given the collocated nature of G tip (s) as shown in (2), G tip (s) can be expressed as the sum of second-order modes
The impulse response g tip (t) can be determined by taking the inverse Laplace transform of G tip (s). Let us rewrite M i (s) as
. (20) It is straightforward to determine the inverse Laplace transform as
However, −α i ± jβ i are known from the identification of G in (s). Only the coefficients c i remain to be determined. The linearity property of the Laplace transform allows us to determine the impulse response m i (t) for each mode M i (s) and to sum these together to determine the overall impulse response g tip (t). If N is the number of modes under consideration, then
During steady-state tapping, the measured displacement signal is periodic and a least squares estimate of the impulse response can be formulated utilizing only a single period of the signal. For each sampled point in time 0 < τ < T , the following relationship exists:
(23) The least squares estimate of the coefficients c i then forms the estimate for g tip (t). The transfer function G tip (s) can also be determined. The coefficient c 0 is present to account for the dc component in e (t).
Measured data were obtained to estimate g tip (t). An NT-MDT Ntegra AFM and a Bruker DMASP microcantilever were utilized. To ensure strong tip-sample interactions, lowamplitude setpoints were utilized. The signals u (t) and y (t) were recorded using an Agilent DSO90254A oscilloscope sampling at 20 MHz. The measured displacement signal y (t) is shown in Fig. 11 ; the significant distortion in the waveform is the result of the strong tip-sample interaction forces. An accurate model of G in (s) was obtained using a Zurich Instruments HF2LI lock-in amplifier; the quality factors were measured for each mode to determine α i ± jβ i .
The proposed identification technique requires that the force impulse occurs at t = 0. Fig. 12 shows one period of the measured tip displacement, e (t) andē (t), which was calculated using the estimate of g tip (t). Clearly there is very good agreement between e (t) andē (t). The validation data, which were obtained from a separate experiment utilizing a lower setpoint amplitude, was used to confirm the accuracy of g tip (t). The impulse response g tip (t) was identified as shown in Fig. 10 . The duration of the impulse response T d was chosen to be 3 ms, which corresponds to the time it takes for the impulse response to decay to 1% of its original value. However, T d is a design parameter and can be determined by the user. Decreasing T d reduces the computational requirements of the estimation technique since fewer impulses must be tracked and estimated in the Kalman filter, but may result in a loss of accuracy since the Fig. 12 . One period of the measured displacement signal (-), e (t) (-), andē (t), which was calculated using the estimate of g tip (t) (-) (top) and validation of the estimated g tip (t) with new data.
algorithm is not accounting for all of the tip-sample interactions in the past.
Interestingly, it was discovered that the second mode dominates the impulse response; the first mode is not particularly significant. This observation is consistent with experimentation on larger cantilevers [23] . The frequency responses of G in (s) and G tip (s) are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. While the poles are identical, clearly the input-output relationships are very different and given the discussion in Section III, this is not surprising.
D. Offline Analysis
To test the effectiveness of the proposed technique, experimental data were obtained. Using the same experimental setup, images of an NT-MDT TGZ1 calibration grating, featuring step heights of 21.6 ± 1.5 nm, were obtained. The amplitude setpoint was 50% and the actuation voltage was 0.1 V. The standard zaxis controller was utilized; the intention here is to highlight operation of the tip-sample force estimation technique using experimental data. The signals u (t) and y (t) were recorded using an Agilent DSO90254A oscilloscope sampling at 20 MHz. The sample topography and error signals were recorded to verify that the features in the tip-sample force estimate were synchronized with the sample features. The estimation technique was implemented in MATLAB.
The estimated tip-sample force is shown in Fig. 13 . The tipsample force estimate is compared with the measured sample topography (z-axis controller output) and error signal. While it is not possible to compare the estimated tip-sample forcê F ts with the actual tip-sample force, the force estimate clearly reflects the sudden changes in the calibration grating, which is a promising sign for high-bandwidth control and agrees with AFM simulations. Fig. 14 provides a close-up view of the transients in the estimated tip-sample force. At this stage, we do not determine the magnitude of the tipsample force; this would require an additional calibration step, which is currently under investigation. We also believe that issues such as sensor loss, which can be easily identified in the proposed scheme since there would be no tip-sample interaction, can be easily addressed similar to the method proposed in [26] . Given the high-bandwidth nature of the technique, high-speed control could be implemented to ensure that the cantilever is quickly recoupled with the sample.
We believe that high-bandwidth z-axis control could be implemented utilizing accurate models of the microcantilever. One significant advantage of this approach is that cantilevers are less prone to change over time and do not suffer as noticeably from hysteresis and creep [27] as do the majority of z-axis nanopositioners. Furthermore, the bandwidth of the microcantilever is significantly higher than that of the z-axis nanopositioner. This technique successfully eliminates the dependence of the z-axis control loop bandwidth on the transient response of the microcantilever; instead, it utilizes the high-frequency information in the displacement signal. Increasing the bandwidth of the zaxis control loop enables the loop gain to be increased while maintaining stability.
While the experimental verification only considered actuation of the microcantilever at a single frequency, the technique can be extended for compatibility with multifrequency excitation. Consider multiple excitation frequencies in u (t), then
. Once e (t) has been calculated, the Kalman filter can be implemented. However, this is only possible if the tip-sample force can be accurately modeled as a uniformly spaced impulse train.
V. CONCLUSION
We have provided new insights into the modeling of the microcantilever in dynamic mode atomic force microscopy and outlined a novel tip-sample estimation technique proposed specifically to improve the bandwidth of the z-axis control loop, thus resulting in improved imaging bandwidth. Assuming that the tip-sample force takes the form of an impulse train, the estimation problem can be formulated as a Kalman filter. A novel identification technique for determining G tip (s) was also proposed. Measured data were used for experimental verification; the estimated tip-sample forceF ts may be useful for highbandwidth control purposes. The next step in the development of high-bandwidth z-axis control is a high-speed implementation on an FPGA.
APPENDIX A UPDATING THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX A l
Recall that t ( ) = Δ + T s ∀ ∈ Z, therefore
The dimension n of the system in each iteration is
Knowledge of n ( ), n ( − 1), k 1 ( ), k 1 ( − 1), k 2 ( ), and k 2 ( − 1) are sufficient to determine when the state transition matrix must be modified. Consider the four possible scenarios. 
APPENDIX B PREDICTING THE COVARIANCE MATRIX P +1|
The process noise μ is only present when a new impulse is expected. The estimate of the covariance matrix P is determined by
The Q matrix is representative of the uncertainty in the magnitude of the new impulse. The covariance matrix Q may be defined as follows. 
